This past year, hundreds of thousands of individuals put their trust in Colorado Public Radio as a conduit to news, information and music that reflects their interests and connects them to their communities, to Colorado and to the world. With an expanded news staff and new open-concept newsroom, CPR News was able to deliver more stories about education, health, government and the arts in Colorado. CPR Classical expanded its offering of live concerts giving listeners the opportunity to be part of a virtual audience in venues across the state.

And with 80 sessions featuring local and national talent from the CPR Performance Studio, OpenAir continued to bring new music discoveries to thousands of on-air and online listeners.

Inset, left: Colorado Matters host Ryan Warner speaks monthly with Governor John Hickenlooper about state issues and agendas that impact the lives of Coloradans.

When and where you want

Accessing news, information and music on Colorado Public Radio became easier in fiscal year 2014. A new website transformed the online experience with rich content, videos and audio links. At the same time, CPR expanded staffing with digital editors and reporters to provide unique social media content and information beyond what’s on the radio. The goal—to reach listeners when and how they want to listen, whether on their radios, mobile devices, tablets, desktops or laptops.

Inset, left: Colorado Matters host Ryan Warner speaks monthly with Governor John Hickenlooper about state issues and agendas that impact the lives of Coloradans.

Inset, right: Colorado Public Radio’s new open-concept newsroom provides a collaborative and creative space that allows for enhanced on-air and online content delivered to Coloradans daily.

Below: OpenAir host Keefer Fulgham uses his mobile device to share images from the summer’s Underground Music Showcase (UMS).
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Thanks to the 45,000 members and more than 500 organizations and foundations that supported Colorado Public Radio during CPR’s 2014 fiscal year (July 1, 2013–June 30, 2014). These generous donors ensure that CPR remains an essential resource and public service for Coloradans.
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CPR recognizes Legacy Partners—nearly 400 individuals who have included CPR in their estate plans. We are immensely grateful to these thoughtful donors who have made such a powerful commitment to the future of CPR.
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Once we realized that we have a responsibility to give back to our community, we sat down and said, ‘Let’s pick the causes that matter to us.’ CPR is definitely one that we have to support.

Eric Cornejo & Alan Arbuckle, CPR Members
You fulfill our craving for world news, entertaining stories and Colorado current events. You are a huge part of our everyday routine.

Gretchen Sherlock, CPR Member
Thank you
Our deepest appreciation
to our community.

Thank you for your commitment to in-depth news and music discovery. Together, we connect our own personal narratives and life experiences to the world around us, building and enriching our community through journalistic excellence and the power of music.
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